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Universal automatic switch - Movement sensor 15m AL
17281 AN

Jung
AL 17281 AN
4011377167803 EAN/GTIN

67,86 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Automatic switch Universal AL 17281 AN Motion detector version, flush-mounted installation, networkable, creep-under protection/rear field monitoring, installation height 2.2m,
max. range to one side 11m, max. frontal range 15m, detection field diameter on the floor 12m, response sensitivity adjustable, response brightness adjustable, Teach function
for response brightness, dimming function with dimming insert, plastic material, thermoplastic material quality, halogen-free, suitable for degree of protection (IP) IP44,
operating mode switch, min. switch-on time 2s, max. switch-on time 2min, horizontal detection angle 180 ... 180°, color anthracite, Universal automatic switch, lens type 2.20 m,
detection angle: 180°, detection area: tangential movements approx. 22 x 15 m and radial movements approx. 10 x 18 m, brightness setting: approx. 5 to 500 lx and daytime
operation, sensitivity: off, 25 up to 100%, run-on time: dynamic, 10 s to 60 min, operating mode switch for automatic mode, permanent on or permanent er-Off, display of the
set operating mode via LED, hotel function, night light function, presence simulation, alarm function, programming of up to 16 individual switching times, installation height: 2.20
m, extension of the detection area in combination with a 3-wire extension, sensitivity and brightness threshold adjustable, Detection area can be restricted with a cover, setting
the sensitivity of individual motion sensors in the device to influence the overall sensitivity, settings via smartphone and Clever Config app, indoor use, ambient temperature: - 5
to + 45 °C, for LB management applications Light item no .: 1701 SE, 1704 ESE, 1710 DE, 1711 DE, 1713 DSTE, 1723 NE and 1708 IE, for automatic switching of lighting,
depending on heat movement and ambient brightness, operation with flush-mounted insert for switching or dimming or 3-wire extension to expand the detection field
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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